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Duane Fast is the general manager at Artcraft
Advertising Ltd.,
Vancouver. Since 1965,
the company has specialized in the design and
manufacturing of signage
and display graphics. Contact him via e-mail
at dfast@artcrft.com.

“Environmental communications is a
design issue. It is responsible for providing
users with the information necessary to
solve their wayfinding problems.”
—Paul Arthur and Romedi Passini:
“Wayfinding: People,
Signs, and Architecture”

Vista Systems offers a curved-face look with
its outdoor modular wayfinding packages.
(Image courtesy of Vista Systems)

W

ayfinding is navigating by signs.
It is how people can orient themselves in any unfamiliar environmental
situation. High-quality signage and the
design thereof can make the difference
between people having a terrible experience or a pleasant time in a new environment. And since most public spaces and
buildings were designed for the enjoyment and/or use of people, wayfinding
becomes a very important, if often overlooked, factor in the design and construction process.
Old Gold

Modular wayfinding signage systems
have been around for decades, and they
are still the gold standard. The Slatz
modular sign system is one such system
that has stood the test of time. The product still looks as cool and elegant as it did
when it was first introduced. It consists
of a series of interchangeable parts that
can be configured in a huge variety of
ways—from directories to nameplates,
wall-mounted, hanging or desk-sitting. It

Interactive touch screen mapping systems,
such as this one created for Hilton Fort
Lauderdale, not only acts as a wayfinding
system but also allows visitors to take a
“virtual tour” of the entire facility with the
touch of a fingertip. (Image courtesy of
JANUS Displays]
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Wayfinding Signage Resources
Company

Products

Room identification sign and
directional wayfinding signs
Wayfinding programs, ADA-comAdvance Corp
pliant signage
Modular wayfinding sign systems
Arris Sign Systems
and directories
Durable outdoor wayfinding sign
Component Signage
systems
Custom, EDS and modular wayCorporate Sign Systems
finding systems
Interior wayfinding systems, ADA
Clarke Systems
and digital wayfinding
Directional/wayfinding signage,
Environmental Graphics Inc
wall and hanging
Sign components, metal and
Gemini
plastic lettering products
Ability Plastics

Web
www.abilityplastics.com
www.advancecorp.com
brailletac
www.arrissigns.com
www.componentsignage.com
http://corporatesigns.com
www.clarkesystems.com
http://egisigns.com
www.signletters.com

Corbin Design

Wayfinding and signage design

Gravograph

Engraving equipment and materiwww.gravograph.us
als for wayfinding

Merje Design

Wayfinding and signage design

Scott Sign Systems
SignMojo.com
SignPro Systems (Orbus)
Vista Systems

Modular directories, directional
and ADA signage
Wayfinding, directional, Room ID
and ADA signage
modular wayfinding signage,
directories, more
modular curved-frame wayfinding/directional signs

www.corbindesign.com

www.merjedesign.com
www.scottsigns.com
http://signmojo.com
www.signprosystems.com
www.vistasystem.com

Digital signage can be used for wayfinding, to deliver advertising or to dispense
other useful information. (Image courtesy of
Clarke Systems)

(Above) Changing graphics can be
easy with modular systems. (Image
courtesy of Clarke Systems)
(Right) SignPro Systems offers a
protective facing lens that is easily removed and reinserted using
a special mini suction cup. (image
courtesy of SignPro Systems)
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(Image courtesy of
Vista Systems)

can be used for simple projects or multilayered designs.
Looks are obviously very important
when picking a signage system, but so is
ease of service. An interchangeable unit
like Slatz, where the client can perform
their own installations, is a very strong
selling point. The client can save a fortune over the years by not having to pay
for an installation trip every time someone changes his or her office.
But there are other considerations as
well. Charles J. Kelly, Jr., president of
Clarke Systems, points out “It’s of major
importance to the end user that the product not only look nice and offer versatility
in design but that it come from a reliable
source that is apt to still be around when
changes or updates are needed. When
you are investing a great deal of money
in a wayfinding program, you want the
reassurance of working with a company
that stands behind its products and has
a reputation for dependability.”
SignPro Systems is another industry leader in this category. Their sleek
attractive profiles make a designer’s job
much easier. The wide variety of styles
means that many different wayfinding

needs can be addressed with a single
system and providing a consistent look.
SignPro’s towers and pylons are particularly sought-after for the added versatility they lend to any wayfinding project.
A very useful feature of many of their
systems is a clear, non-glare lens that
goes over changeable graphic panels.
This protective facial is easily removed
and reinserted using a special mini suction cup. Using this system, graphics
and lenses are easily changed out when
necessary, but will otherwise stay firmly
in place.
The Great Outdoors

Outdoor wayfinding products also
make use of modular systems, but they
are often much larger and more robust in
their construction. These systems typically have sturdy posts that are shaped
to fit the look of the rest of the system.
Modular panels in a variety of configurations then form the central portion of the
signage. The modular nature of these is
critical to their success as well. An entire
site with a variety of needs can all have
a cohesive look when a good system is
properly used.
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Large amounts of complicated information can be easily disseminated with digital signage.
(Image courtesy of Clarke Systems)

These Info-panel
systems show a
typical outdoor
modular system.
(Image courtesy of Clarke
Systems)

Outdoor wayfinding products
also make use
of modular systems, but they
are often much
larger and more
robust in their
construction.
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Outdoor
systems have
sturdy posts
and modular
center sections for
graphics.
(Image courtesy of Clarke
Systems)

Some companies, like Clarke Systems,
provide both indoor and outdoor systems
so that graphic continuity can be maintained across the entire wayfinding job,
regardless of the application.
New Kid on the Block

Electronic digital signage is the
bright, flashy newcomer to wayfinding. It
is making a huge impact with its instantly
changeable messaging and bright flashy
delivery. But although it has a growing
presence in wayfinding, it does not eliminate the need for architectural signage
systems, but rather complements the
traditional systems.
Digital signage has the obvious advantage of being easy to change the message.
Content can be administered remotely
via the Internet, and many units can be
controlled from a central location anywhere in the world. Changes can be prescheduled or done on a moments notice.
Touch screens have ushered in
another huge change in the industry.
Now a user can drill down easily through
wayfinding menus to get the very spe-

cific information that they are looking
for. Indeed, a single touch screen system
can offer a variety of options in addition
to wayfinding.
Of course the cost of these systems
is much higher than traditional signage
and there are many instances where they
are not affordable or appropriate. Often
a simple sign telling the way to go is all
that is needed. But other times complicated messages require more sophisticated devices, and digital signage can fit
that bill. This is where the importance of
planning and design becomes paramount.
And modular signage systems can fit all
of the diverse needs of one project into
a single unified look. This consistency of
appearance is not only important from an
aesthetic standpoint, it also provides the
visitor with important visual cues about
where to find more information quickly
and easily.
First impressions count, and signage
is often a visitor’s first encounter in a new
environment. It’s our job to ensure it is a
pleasant impression. SDG
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